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 Handout 3: Timeline 1760-1789and Documents of early revolution  

Time Line  - Coming of French Revolution 
  

1762: Rousseau publishes Du contrat social, discussing the relations of man and government. 

1763: The Seven Years War finishes with embarrassing defeat for France. 

1770: The dauphin (the heir to the French throne, the future Louis XVI) marries Marie Antoinette of 

Austria, France's long term rivals. 

1770: Terray oversees a partial bankruptcy of France. 

1771: Maupeou exiles the parlements and remodels the system after they refuse to co-operate with him, 

smashing confidence in their check on royal power. 

1774, May 10: Louis XVI succeeds to the throne. 

1774, August 24: Maupeou and Terray are dismissed; the old parlementary system is restored. 

1775, June 11: Louis XVI is crowned. 

1776, July 4: The British colonies in America declare their independence. 

1776, October 22: Necker joins the government. 

1778: France allies with the independent colonies of America in their war against Britain; the French war 

effort is funded almost entirely by loans. 

1781, February 19: Necker publishes his Compte rendu making the French finances appear healthy. 

1781, May 19: Necker resigns from the government. 

1783: The Peace of Paris ends the American War of Independence; France has spent nearly a billion 

livres. 

1783, November 3: Calonne becomes Comptroller-General of Finances. 

1785: Necker publishes his Administration of the Finances, while Marie Antoinette is discredited by the 

'Diamond Necklace Affair'. 

1786, August 20: Calonne proposes a series of fiscal reforms to Louis XVI. 

1786: The Anglo-French commercial treaty is signed; it is later blamed for French economic difficulties.  

 

1787 

February 22: The Assembly of Notables meets; they are intended to 'rubber stamp' Calonne's reforms 

but refuse. 

April 8: Calonne is dismissed. 

April 30: Brienne is appointed to the government. 

May 25: The Assembly of Notables is dismissed after refusing to agree to Brienne's modified proposals. 

July 26: The Paris parlement, which opposes Brienne's reform, petitions the king to call an Estates 

General to approve new taxes. 

August: The parlements of Paris and Bordeaux are exiled after refusing to pass Brienne's proposals. 

September 28: The Paris parlement is allowed to return. 

November 19: A Royal Session in the parlement of Paris begins; laws are forced through by lit de 

justice; the King agrees to a meeting of the Estates General before 1792.  

 

1788 

May 3: Parlement issues the 'Declaration of the Fundamental laws of the Kingdoms' which includes a 

statement that the Estates General's consent is essential for any new laws. 

May 8: The May Edicts remodel the parlements, giving much of their power to new courts. 

June - July: The 'Noble Revolt' against the May Edicts. 

June 7: 'Day of Tiles' in Grenoble: riots in favour of the local parlement against royal troops. 

July 21: The Assembly of the Three Orders of Dauphine meets at Vizelle; the third estate numbers are 

doubled and votes are cast by head. 
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August 8: Giving in to the Noble Revolt, Brienne orders the Estates General to meet on May 1st 1789. 

August 16: Treasury payments are suspended; France is bankrupt. 

August 24: Brienne resigns. 

August 26: Necker is recalled; he restores the Parlements and says the Estates General can meet in 

January. 

September 25: The Paris parlement decrees that the Estates General must meet in the 'forms of 1614', 

the last time it met. 

September - December: Discussions about what form the Estates General should take occurs across all 

orders, especially as the third estate push for doubled numbers and voting by head. 

November 6 - December 15: Second Assembly of Notables meets, to advise on the Estates General. 

December 27: The 'Resultat de Conseil' states that Third Estate numbers in the Estates General are to be 

doubled. 

 
1789 

January 

January 24: The Estates General is officially summoned; election details go out. 

January - May: The Third Estates politicises as cahiers are drawn up, political clubs form 

and discussion takes place both verbally and through pamphleteering. 

February 

February: Sieyes publishes 'What is the Third Estate?' 

February - June: Elections to the Estates General. 

May 

May 5: The Estates General opens. 

May 6: The Third Estate refuses to meet or verify their election as a separate chamber. 

June 10: The Third Estate, now frequently called the Commons, gives an ultimatum to the other 

estates: join in a common verification or the Commons would go on alone. 

June 13: A few members of the First Estate (priests and clergy) join the Third. 

June 17: The National Assembly is proclaimed. 

June 20: The Tennis Court Oath taken; with the National Assembly's meeting place closed in 

preparation for a Royal Session, the deputies meet at a tennis court and swear not to disband 

until a constitution is established. 

June 23: The Royal Session opens; the King initially tells the estates to meet separately and 

introduces reforms; the deputies of the National Assembly ignore him. 

June 25: Members of the Second Estate begin to join the National Assembly. 

June 27: The king gives in and orders the three estates to unite as one; troops are called to the 

Paris area. 

July 

July 11: Necker is dismissed. 

July 12: Revolt begins in Paris, caused in part by Necker's dismissal and the fear of royal troops. 

July 14: The storming of the Bastille. 

July 15: Unable to rely on his army, the King gives in and orders troops to leave the Paris area. 

July 16: Necker is recalled. 

July - August: The Great Fear; mass panic across France as people fear a noble led backlash against 

their anti-feudal demonstrations. 

August 

August 4: Feudalism and privileges are abolished by the National Assembly. 

August 26: Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen published 
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4 August Decrees 
 
In late July 1789, as reports of several thousand separate yet related peasant mobilizations poured into 

Paris from the countryside, a majority of them against seigneurial property, the deputies of the National 
Assembly debated reforming not just the fiscal system or the constitution but the very basis of French 

society. In a dramatic all–night session on 4–5 August, one deputy after another stepped forward to 
renounce for the good of the "nation" the particular privileges enjoyed by their town or region. By the 

morning deputies of all orders had proposed, debated, and approved even more systematic reform, voting 
to "abolish the feudal system entirely." In effect, they had decided to eliminate noble and clerical privilege, 

the fundamental principle of French society since the Middle Ages. Nevertheless, the meaning was unclear, 
for the "feudal system" had ceased to exist in France several hundred years earlier. Thus working out the 
details of this decree became a primary objective of the National Assembly for the next two years. 

 
[Article] 1. The National Assembly abolishes the feudal system entirely. They declare that among feudal 

and taxable rights and duties, the ones concerned with real or personal succession right and personal 
servitude and the ones that represent them are abolished with no compensation. All the others are 

declared redeemable, and the price and the method of buying them back will be set by the National 
Assembly. The rights that will not be suppressed by this decree will continue to be collected until they 

are entirely paid back. 
 
2. The exclusive right of fuies [allowing birds to graze] and dovecotes is abolished. The pigeons will be 

locked up during times determined by the communities. During these periods, they will be considered 
prey, and anyone will be allowed to kill them on their properties. 

 
3. The exclusive right of hunting is also abolished. Any landlord has the right to destroy or have 

someone destroy any kind of prey, but only on the land he owns. All administrative districts, even royal, 
that are hunting preserves, under any denomination, are also abolished. The preservation of the King's 

personal pleasures will be provided—as long as properties and freedom are respected. 
 
4. All seigneurial justices are abolished with no compensation. Nevertheless the officers of these justices 

will go on with their duties until the National Assembly decides on a new judicial order. 
 

5. Any kind of tithes and fees, under any denomination that they are known or collected . . . are 
abolished. . . . 

 
Other tithes, whatever they are, can be bought back. . . . 

 
6. All perpetual loans . . . can be bought back. Any kind of harvest share can also be bought back. 
 

7. Venality of judicial fees and municipal offices is abolished. Justice will be dispensed at no cost. And 
nevertheless officers holding these offices shall fulfill their duties and be paid until the assembly finds a 

way to reimburse them. 
 

8. County priests' casual offerings are abolished and the priests will not be paid anymore. 
 

9. Financial, personal, or real privileges are abolished forever. Every citizen will pay the same taxes on 
everything. 
 

10. . . . Every specific privilege of provinces, principalities, regions, districts, cities and communities of 
inhabitants, either in the form of money or otherwise, are abolished. 

 
11. Every citizen, whatever their origins are, can hold any ecclesiastic, civilian, or military job. 
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Decree of the National Assembly Abolishing the Feudal System, 11 August 
1789 

The abolition of the feudal system, which took place during the famous night session of 

4–5 August 1789, was precipitated by the reading of a report on the misery and 
disturbances in the provinces. The voting was carried in a fervor of enthusiasm and 
excitement that made some later revision necessary. The decree given here was drawn up 

during the following days and contains some alterations and important amplifications of the 
original provisions as passed in the early morning of August 5th.  

 

ARTICLE I. The National Assembly hereby completely abolishes the feudal system. It 
decrees that, among the existing rights and dues, both feudal and censuel, all those 

originating in or representing real or personal serfdom (mainwork) or personal servitude, 
shall be abolished without indemnification. All other dues are declared redeemable, the 

terms and mode of redemption to be fixed by the National Assembly. Those of the said 
dues which are not extinguished by this decree shall continue to be collected until 

indemnification shall take place. 

II. The exclusive right to maintain pigeon-houses and dove-cotes is abolished. The 

pigeons shall be confined during the seasons fixed by the community. During suc h periods 
they shall be looked upon as game, and everyone shall have the right to kill them upon 

his own land. 

III. The exclusive right to hunt and to maintain unenclosed warrens is likewise 
abolished, and every land owner shall have the right to kill or t o have destroyed on his 
own land all kinds of game, observing, however, such police regulations as may be 

established with a view to the safety of the public.  

All hunting captainries, including the royal forests, and all hunting rights under 
whatever denomination, are likewise abolished. Provision shall be made, however, in a 

manner compatible with the regard due to property and liberty, for maintaining the 
personal pleasures of the king. 

The president of the assembly shall be commissioned to ask of the Kin g the recall of 
those sent to the galleys or exiled, simply for violations of the hunting regulations, as well 

as for the release of those at present imprisoned for offenses of this kind, and the 
dismissal of such cases as are now pending. 

IV. All manorial courts are hereby suppressed without indemnification. But the 
magistrates of these courts shall continue to perform their functions until such time as the 

National Assembly shall provide for the establishment of a new judicial system.  

V. Tithes of every description, as well as the dues which have been substituted for 

them, under whatever denomination they are known or collected (even when compounded 
for), possessed by secular or regular congregations, by holders of benefices, members of  

corporations (including the Order of Malta and other religious and military orders,) as 
well as those devoted to the maintenance of churches, those impropriated to lay persons 

and those substituted for the portion congrue, are abolished, on condition, however, that 
some other method be devised to provide for the expenses of divine worship, the support 

of the officiating clergy, for the assistance of the poor, for repairs and rebuilding of 
churches and parsonages, and for the maintenance of all institutions , seminaries, schools, 
academies, asylums, and organizations to which the present funds are devoted. Until such 
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provision shall be made and the former possessors shall enter upon the enjoyment of an 

income on the new system, the National Assembly decrees t hat the said tithes shall 
continue to be collected according to law and in the customary manner.  

Other tithes, of whatever nature they may be, shall be redeemable in such manner 

as the Assembly shall determine. Until such regulation shall be issued, the Na tional 
Assembly decrees that these, too, shall continue to be collected.  

VI. All perpetual ground rents, payable either in money or in kind, of whatever 
nature they may be, whatever their origin and to whomsoever they may be due, as to 

members of corporations, holders of the domain or appanages or to the Order of Malta, 
shall be redeemable. Champarts, of every kind and under all denominations, shall 

likewise be redeemable at a rate fixed by the Assembly. No due shall in the future be 
created which is not redeemable. 

VII. The sale of judicial and municipal offices shall be suppressed forthwith. Justice 
shall be dispensed gratis. Nevertheless, the magistrates at present holding such offices 

shall continue to exercise their functions and to receive their emoluments until the 
Assembly shall have made provision for indemnifying them.  

VIII. The fees of the country priests are abolished, and shall be discontinued so soon 
as provision shall be made for increasing the minimum salary [portion congrue] of the 

parish priests and the payment to the curates. A regulation shall be drawn up to 
determine the status of the priests in the towns.  

IX. Pecuniary privileges, personal or real, in the payment of taxes are abolished 
forever. Taxes shall be collected from all the citizens, and from all property, in the same 

manner and in the same form. Plans shall be considered by which the taxes shall be paid 
proportionally by all, even for the last six months of the current year.  

X. Inasmuch as a national constitution and public libert y are of more advantage to 

the provinces than the privileges which some of these enjoy, and inasmuch as the 
surrender of such privileges is essential to the intimate union of all parts of the realm 
[empire], it is decreed that all the peculiar privileges, pecuniary or otherwise, of the 

provinces, principalities, districts [pays], cantons, cities and communes, are once for all 
abolished and are absorbed into the law common to all Frenchmen.  

XI. All citizens, without distinction of birth, are eligible to any office or dignity, 

whether ecclesiastical, civil or military; and no profession shall imply any derogation.  

XII. Hereafter no remittances shall be made for annates or for any other purpose to 

the court of Rome, the vice-legation at Avignon, or to the nunciature at Lucerne. The 
clergy of the diocese shall apply to their bishops in regard to the filling of benefices and 

dispensations the which shall be granted gratis without regard to reservations, 
expectancies and papal months, all the churches of France enj oying the same freedom. 

XIII. The rights of dèport , of cotte-morte , dèpouilles , vacat , droits , censaux , Peters 
pence, and other dues of the same kind, under whatever denomination, established in 

favor of bishops, archdeacons, archpresbyters, chapters, and regular congregations which 
formerly exercised priestly functions [curés primitifs ], are abolished, but appropriate 

provision shall be made for those benefices of archdeacons and archpresbyters which are 
not sufficiently endowed. 

XIV. Pluralities shall not  be permitted hereafter in cases where the revenue from the 
benefice or benefices held shall exceed the sum of three thousand livres. Nor shall any 
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individual be allowed to enjoy several pensions from benefices, or a pension and a 

benefice, if the revenue which he already enjoys from such sources exceeds the same sum 
of three thousand livres . 

XV. The National Assembly shall consider, in conjunction with the King, the report 

which is to be submitted to it relating to pensions, favors and salaries, with a vie w to 
suppressing all such as are not deserved and reducing those which shall prove excessive; 
and the amount shall be fixed which the King may in future disburse for this purpose.  

XVI. The National Assembly decrees that a medal shall be struck in memory of  the 

recent grave and important deliberations for the welfare of France, and that a Te Deum 
shall be chanted in gratitude in all the parishes and the churches of France.  

XVII. The National Assembly solemnly proclaims the King, Louis XVI., the Restorer of 
French Liberty. 

XVIII. The National Assembly shall present itself in a body before the King, in order 

to submit to him the decrees which have just been passed, to tender to him the tokens of 
its most respectful gratitude and to pray him to permit the Te Deum to be chanted in his 
chapel, and to be present himself at this service.  

XIX. The National Assembly shall consider, immediately after the constitution, the 

drawing up of the laws necessary for the development of the principles which it has laid 
down in the present decree. The latter shall be transmitted without delay by the deputies 

to all the provinces, together with the decree of the tenth of this month, in order that it 
may be printed, published, announced from the parish pulpits, and posted up wherever  it 
shall be deemed necessary. 

Source: Anonymous, Translations and Reprints from the Original Sources of European 

History , vol. 1, French Philosophers of the Eighteenth Century  (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania History Department, 1899), 2–5. 
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Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen, 26 August 1789 
 
Once they had agreed on the necessity of drafting a declaration of rights, the deputies of the National 

Assembly still faced the daunting task of composing one that a majority could accept. The debate raised 
several questions: should the declaration be short and limited to general principles or should it rather 
include a long explanation of the significance of each article; should the declaration include a list of duties 

or only rights; and what precisely were "the natural, inalienable, and sacred rights of man"? After several 
days of debate and voting, the deputies decided to suspend their deliberations on the declaration, having 

agreed on seventeen articles. These laid out a new vision of government, in which protection of natural 
rights replaced the will of the King as the justification for authority. Many of the reforms favored by 

Enlightenment writers appeared in the declaration: freedom of religion, freedom of the press, no taxation 
without representation, elimination of excessive punishments, and various safeguards against arbitrary 

administration. 
 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
The representatives of the French people, constituted as a National Assembly, and considering that 

ignorance, neglect, or contempt of the rights of man are the sole causes of public misfortunes and 
governmental corruption, have resolved to set forth in a solemn declaration the natural, inalienable and 
sacred rights of man: so that by being constantly present to all the members of the social body this 

declaration may always remind them of their rights and duties; so that by being liable at every 
moment to comparison with the aim of any and all political institutions the acts of the legislative and 

executive powers may be the more fully respected; and so that by being founded henceforward on 
simple and incontestable principles the demands of the citizens may always tend toward maintaining 

the constitution and the general welfare. 
 

In consequence, the National Assembly recognizes and declares, in the presence and under the auspices 
of the Supreme Being, the following rights of man and the citizen: 
 

1. Men are born and remain free and equal in rights. Social distinctions may be based only on common 
utility. 

 
2. The purpose of all political association is the preservation of the natural and imprescriptible rights of 

man. These rights are liberty, property, security, and resistance to oppression. 
 

3. The principle of all sovereignty rests essentially in the nation. No body and no individual may 
exercise authority which does not emanate expressly from the nation. 
 

4. Liberty consists in the ability to do whatever does not harm another; hence the exercise of the natural 
rights of each man has no other limits than those which assure to other members of society the enjoyment 

of the same rights. These limits can only be determined by the law. 
 

5. The law only has the right to prohibit those actions which are injurious to society. No hindrance should 
be put in the way of anything not prohibited by the law, nor may any one be forced to do what the 

law does not require. 
 
6. The law is the expression of the general will. All citizens have the right to take part, in person or by 

their representatives, in its formation. It must be the same for everyone whether it protects or penalizes. 
All citizens being equal in its eyes are equally admissible to all public dignities, offices, and 

employments, according to their ability, and with no other distinction than that of their virtues and 
talents. 
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7. No man may be indicted, arrested, or detained except in cases determined by the law and 

according to the forms which it has prescribed. Those who seek, expedite, execute, or cause to be 
executed arbitrary orders should be punished; but citizens summoned or seized by virtue of the law 

should obey instantly, and render themselves guilty by resistance. 
 

8. Only strictly and obviously necessary punishments may be established by the law, and no one may 
be punished except by virtue of a law established and promulgated before the time of the offense, 

and legally applied. 
 
9. Every man being presumed innocent until judged guilty, if it is deemed indispensable to arrest him, 

all rigor unnecessary to securing his person should be severely repressed by the law. 
 

10. No one should be disturbed for his opinions, even in religion, provided that their manifestation does 
not trouble public order as established by law. 

 
11. The free communication of thoughts and opinions is one of the most precious of the rights of man. 

Every citizen may therefore speak, write, and print freely, if he accepts his own responsibility for any 
abuse of this liberty in the cases set by the law. 
 

12. The safeguard of the rights of man and the citizen requires public powers. These powers are 
therefore instituted for the advantage of all, and not for the private benefit of those to whom they are 

entrusted. 
 

13. For maintenance of public authority and for expenses of administration, common taxation is 
indispensable. It should be apportioned equally among all the citizens according to their capacity to 

pay. 
 
14. All citizens have the right, by themselves or through their representatives, to have demonstrated to 

them the necessity of public taxes, to consent to them freely, to follow the use made of the proceeds, 
and to determine the means of apportionment, assessment, and collection, and the duration of them. 

 
15. Society has the right to hold accountable every public agent of the administration. 

 
16. Any society in which the guarantee of rights is not assured or the separation of powers not settled 

has no constitution. 
 
17. Property being an inviolable and sacred right, no one may be deprived of it except when public 

necessity, certified by law, obviously requires it, and on the condition of a just compensation in 
advance. 

 
 

Source: The materials listed below appeared originally in The French Revolution and Human Rights: A 
Brief Documentary History, translated, edited, and with an introduction by Lynn Hunt (Boston/New York: 

Bedford/St. Martin's, 1996), 77–79. 
 
 

 

 
 


